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Wood arm available in
seven standard stains.
Custom stain-to-match
available at no upcharge.

Polyurethane arm in
three colors. All arms are
replaceable in the field.

Seam detail at top
of back.

Make It Your Own
With three polyurethane arm colors (Black, Sterling Grey and Taupe),
seven standard wood stains (custom stains at no upcharge),
76 frame colors and a virtually limitless choice of fabrics, Midway
makes an inviting impression with versatility and style.

Taupe

Sterling
Grey

Tel: 416 246 5550
Fax: 416 246 5549

3230F

Freestanding tables

Separate seat and back
provide exceptional
comfort and ease of
maintenance.

1.25” diameter
wall-saving frame
protects walls and
chair fabric.

Metal Finishes
Frames can be finished in 76 Spectone colors from our line
of powder epoxy coatings, including five textured finishes.

Black

Toll Free: 1 888 761 7732
specit@specfurniture.com

specfurniture.com

Spec Furniture is a registered trademark of Spec Furniture Inc. Spec is proud of the contribution of our design team and our employees.

Midway

Optional Flex Back available
on Medium and Highback
single-seat chairs.

Medium Back Bariatric

Bariatric chairs are
available with a 30” wide
seat and are dynamic load
tested to 750 lbs.

Highback Bariatric

High Durability
in a Lighter Scale
The lightest heavyweight you’ll ever meet. Available
freestanding or connected, Midway achieves its slim
silhouette by upholstering over a mesh inner back lining
and utilizing a 1.25” diameter wall-saving frame. Built to
last and highly versatile, Midway features an assortment
of designs from one, two and three seats to Bariatric,
Highback Patient Chairs and an Easy Access Hip Chair.
Complementary ottoman and lounge tables are
also available.
Sit back and relax with Midway, the perfect solution for
warm, inviting waiting rooms.
(top) Upholstery: Momentum Beeline, Canvas. (bottom) Upholstery: Momentum Gusto, Shark.

Upholstery: Momentum Beeline, Sprout.

